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The present globalized world has perhaps been best quipped by Noam Chomsky as
Globatarianism, that is, a market-totalitarianism in viewing market as the panacea. Buoyed up by
the corporate media, this absolute marketism has been bringing along with it a dull and insipid
monoculture. Young people these days are growing up with their eyes glued to some TV screen,
computer monitor or remaining engrossed in listening to some plug in earphones. The MTVisation of visual images is often confusing the youth to discern between the illusion and reality!
But at the same time, never before such a possibility to build a knowledge-based human
community appeared so visible like now. And never ever education became so much a global
phenomenon. Do Tagore’s idealized educational concepts have any relevance in this present
global scenario? And if so, how and to what extent?
Let us have a close look at Tagore’s concepts on education.
Rabindranath Tagore was not a conventional pedagogist. All his educational ideas mainly
developed through his critiques of the then education system and from his own observed
experiences while running Santiniketan and Sriniketan as learning centres. No other creative
artist in the world, so far we know, devoted so much of his time, talent and energy in the field of
education as Tagore had done. And through his writings, and praxis as well, a well-articulated
theory of education emerged.
It will be a cliche to recount that the main aim of the British Raj’s education system was to make
brown sahibs from the Indians to serve the Empire or the British companies as clerks or as petty
officials. Macaulay did a tremendous service to the Empire by introducing a tailor-made
education-policy at the cost of the pre-British traditional education system rooted to the soil.
Tagore refers to this transition in his article “Shikhkhar Sangikoron” (wk¶vi ¯^v½xKiY) in 1936;
“The report placed by Rammohan Roy’s friend Mr. Adam shows there were more than
one hundred thousand primary schools (pathshalas) in Bengal and Bihar; each village
had arrangement to provide a minimum education to its people. Besides, most of the
rich people in those days, as their social responsibility, maintained pathsalas in their
own Chandimandaps and the guru would receive his salary and lodging from them. My
first encounter with alphabet took place in our own building, with the neighbouring
children...... As due to negligence from the state, the water in our canals, fens and rivers
have dried up, the indigenous arrangements of literacy for our people have also become
moribund.” 1

(ivg‡gvnb iv‡qi eÜz GWvg mv‡ne evsjv‡`‡ki cÖv_wgK wk¶vi †h wi‡cvU© cÖKvk K‡ib Zv‡Z †`Lv hvq evsjvwenv‡i GK j‡¶i Dci cvVkvjv wQj; †`Lv hvq cÖ‡Z¨K MÖv‡gB wQj RbmvaviY‡K Aš—Z: by¨bZg wk¶v`v‡bi
e¨e¯’v| GQvov cÖvq ZLbKvi abx gv‡ÎB Avcb PÛxgÛ‡c mvgvwRK KZ‡e©¨i A½iƒ‡c cvVkvjv ivL‡Zb, ¸i“gkvq
e„wË I evmv †c‡Zb ZviB KvQ †_‡K| Avgvi cÖ_g A¶icwiPq Avgv‡`iB evwoi `vjv‡b, cÖwZ‡ekx c‡ovqv‡`i
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Òwk¶vi ¯^v½xKiYÓ iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, DØ„Z, Òiex›`ªbv‡_i wk¶vwPš—vÓ, cÖ‡evaP›`ª †mb, 1936, cwðge½ ivR¨ cy¯—K cl©r, PZz_© cÖKvk, 2007,
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m‡½|.... †`‡ki Lvj-wej-b`x-bvjvq AvR Rj ïwK‡q Gj, †Zgwb ivRvi Abv`‡i Avagiv n‡q Gj me©mvavi‡Yi
wbi¶iZv `~i Kivi ¯^v‡`wkK e¨e¯’v|)
Tagore further observes “Education was then not only the property of the educated ones, but was
a social asset.” 2 (Òwe`¨v ZLb we`¨v‡bi m¤úwË wQj bv, †m wQj mg¯— mgv‡Ri m¤ú`Ó|)
Tagore sees the limitation of the British introduced education as;
“What we call education these days began in the cities. Behind it are the requirements
of business and job. But this foreign education is like the lights of a moving train. The
train compartment is lighted bright, but the miles and miles of space it crosses through,
is blotted in darkness. As if only the train from the factory is real and the rest of the
agonised country is something unreal.” 3

(G Kv‡j Avgiv hv‡K GWy‡Kkb ewj Zvi Avi¤¢ kn‡i| Zvi wcQ‡b e¨emv I PvKwi P‡j‡Q Avbylw½K n‡q| wKš‘
GB we‡`kx wk¶vwewa †ij-Kvgivi `x‡ci g‡Zv| KvgivUv D¾j, wKš‘ †h †hvRb †hvRb c_ Mvwo P‡j‡Q Qz‡U
†mUv AÜKv‡i jyß| KviLvbvi MvwoUvB †hb mZ¨, Avi cÖvY‡e`bvq c~Y© mg¯— †`kUvB †hb Aev¯—e|)

The main problem of this so called ‘modern’ education in British India, Tagore identified, was
its complete domination by the English language. So a great deal of Tagore’s educational
writings were in relation to the language issue. He observed;
“No one is as unfortunate as the Bengali boys” 4 (ÒevOvwji †Q‡ji g‡Zv Ggb nZfvM¨ Avi †Kn bvBÓ) as
they have to learn English first, an alien and difficult language, in order to reach out to the
gateway of further knowledge. Tagore believed,
“To make any education permanent, in depth and expanded, it is required to melt it in
the well known mother-tongue.......... Our universities have failed to place their root in
our national life.” 5

(‡Kv‡bv wk¶v‡K ¯’vqx Kwi‡Z nB‡j, Mfxi Kwi‡Z nB‡j, e¨vcK Kwi‡Z nB‡j, Zvnv‡K wPicwiwPZ gvZ…fvlvq
weMwjZ Kwiqv w`‡Z nq|...... Avgv‡`i wek¦we`¨vjq Avgv‡`i RvZxq Rxe‡bi Aš—‡i g~j cÖwZôv Kwi‡Z cv‡i
bvB|)

In Europe, when Martin Luther had translated the Bible in his native German language, Europe
never remained the same and an all encompassing Renaissance took place there. But the Bengal
Renaissance of the 18th-19th centuries, on the contrary, remained limited mainly within the upper
echelon of the society.
Tagore believed that before entering school, a child should have proficiency enough in mothertongue, to have the cognition of vocabulary to know and tell the objects of sense impression.
Instead of in his mother-tongue, if a child is taught in English or in a foreign language too early,
a split occurs in his sense perception and a schism takes place between his school subjects and
his everyday practical life. Regarding his own education, Tagore reminisces:
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“Fortunately I was admitted into a normal school....... So I realized that after learning
to write in vernacular, it becomes easy to learn and courageously use other
languages.” 6

(fvM¨e‡j AL¨vZ bg©vj ¯‹z‡j fwZ© n‡qwQjyg|...... ZvB ey‡SwQ gvZ…fvlvq iPbvi Af¨vm mnR n‡q †M‡j Zvi
c‡i Ab¨ fvlv AvqË K‡i †mUv‡K mvnmc~e©K e¨envi Ki‡Z Kj‡g euv‡a bv|)

The situation in the higher studies were even worse:
“University will always remain as the plant of the tub imported from England. The tub
can be valuable, may be well decorated, but the tub will always keep that plant
alienated from the Indian soil; university will become a thing of fancy, but not of real
life.” 7

(wek¦we`¨vjq wPiw`bB we‡j‡Zi-Avg`vwb U‡ei MvQ n‡q _vK‡e, †m Ue g~j¨evb n‡Z cv‡i, AjsK…Z n‡Z cv‡i,
wKš‘ MvQ‡K †m wPiw`b c„_K K‡i ivL‡e fviZe‡l©i gvwU †_‡K; wek¦we`¨vjq †`‡ki k‡Li wRwbl n‡e, cÖv‡Yi
wRwbl n‡e bv|)

In comparison Tagore observed,
“Oxford-Cambridge do not mean the universities only. They mean the whole of
educated England. That is why they are true, not mirages. But our universities have
stopped beneath their own concrete walls.” 8
(A·‡dvW©-†KgweªR ej‡Z ïay HUzKzB †evSvq bv, Zvi m‡½ m‡½ mg¯— wkw¶Z Bsj¨vÛ‡KB †evSvq| †mBLv‡bB
Zviv mZ¨, Zviv gixwPKv bq| Avi Avgv‡`i wek¦we`¨vjq nVvr †_‡g †M‡Q Zvi Avcb cvKv cÖvPx‡ii
ZjvUv‡ZB|)

Knowing well that his suggestion to include Bengali as the medium of language in university
would not be accepted, Tagore instead, proposed a completely independent Bengali University:
“Want to see a lively full childimage of a Bengali university.” 9 (evsjv wek¦we`¨vj‡qi GKwU mRxe mgMÖ
wkïg~wZ© †`L‡Z PvB|) Tagore’s faith in vernacular in education was absolute. He reiterates: “In
education mother-tongue is like mother’s milk, I uttered this universally acknowledged simple
truth in many years back; today I will repeat that again.” 10 (Òwk¶vq gvZ…fvlvB gvZ…`y», RM‡Z GB
me©Rb¯^xK…Z wbiwZkq mnR K_vUv eûKvj c~‡e© GKw`b e‡jwQ‡jg; AvRI Zvi cybvive„wË Kie|Ó)
Tagore did not want to blame this total servitude to English language just as a phenomenon of
‘modernity’. He observed;
“It cannot be blamed as a sign of modernity only. Because, the situation is not same in
other civilized countries....In comparison to India, Japan’s association with the Western
education is shorter in time, yet it is not a patched up torn wrapper there. Because
already having a well extended education the power to think there is spreaded over in
the minds of the whole country.” 11
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(G‡K Avaywb‡Ki j¶Y e‡j wb›`v Ki‡j Pj‡e bv| †Kbbv, †Kv‡bv mf¨ †`‡kiB Ae¯’v GiKg bq|..... Rvcv‡b
cvðvZ¨ we`¨vi msmªe fviZe‡l©i †P‡q Aí Kv‡ji wKš‘ †mLv‡b †mUv Zvwj †`qv †`Iqv †Quov Kuv_v bq| †mLv‡b
cwie¨vß we`¨vi cÖfv‡e mg¯— †`‡ki g‡b wPš—v Kievi kw³ Awew”Qbœ mÂvwiZ|)
But the realist in Tagore was well aware:
“In our universities the honoured seat of English language cannot be unsettled. Not
because its role in our present life is inevitable. But the knowledge of Europe today has
received the respect of all. It will be harmful if we deny that because of our national
vanity.” 12

(Avgv‡`i wek¦we`¨vj‡qi Bs‡iwR fvlvi m¤§v‡bi Avmb wePwjZ n‡Z cv‡i bv| Zvi KviY G bq †h, eZ©gvb
Ae¯’vq Avgv‡`i RxebhvÎvq Zvi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv Acwinvh©¨| AvR‡Ki w`‡b hy‡iv‡c ÁvbweÁvb mg¯— gvbe‡jv‡Ki
kª×v AwaKvi K‡i‡Q, ¯^vRv‡Z¨i Awfgv‡b G K_v A¯^xKvi Ki‡j AKj¨vY|)

So learning English language had its own impetus. But Tagore wanted to change the very
method of teaching English. He believed, English grammar or any foreign language grammer,
should be taught in the mother-tongue. For the benefit of the students he himself wrote English
grammar books ÒBs‡iwR †mvcvbÓ and ÒBs‡iwR kÖ“wZwk¶vÓ in Bengali.
Tagore was not at all happy with the existing teaching method in the country and was
vehemently opposed to the run-of-the-mill conventional schools. His remarks were often caustic:
“What we understand by school is a factory to provide education. Teacher is a part of
that factory. At half past ten the factory opens with the ringing of a bell. The machine
starts. So does the mouth of the teacher. At four o’clock the factory stops, so does the
mouth of the teacher. And the students return home with a few pages of machinechiselled education. And during examination this education is weighed and given due
marks.” 13

(B¯‹yj ej‡Z Avgiv hvnv eywS †m GKUv wk¶v w`evi Kj| gv÷vi GB KviLvbvi GKUv Ask| mv‡o `kUvi mgq
N›Uv evRvBqv KviLvbv †Lv‡j| Kj Pwj‡Z Avi¤¢ nq, gv÷v‡ii gyLI Pwj‡Z _v‡K| Pvi‡Ui mgq KviLvbv eÜ
nq, gv÷vi-KjI ZLb gyL eÜ K‡ib, QvÎiv `yB-Pvi cvZv K‡j QuvUv we`¨v jBqv evox †d‡i| Zvici cix¶vi
mgq GB we`¨vi hvPvB nBqv Zvnvi Dci gvK©v cwoqv hvq|)

Tagore loathed the practice of learning by rote. In his article “Shikshar Bahon” (Òwk¶vi evnbÓ) he
opined:
“It is also theft to pass examination by rote learning! The boy who clandestinely takes
book in examination hall is expelled, but the one who takes it more stealthily, not inside
his wrapper but inside his brain, is he sinning any less?” 14

(gyL¯’ Kwiqv cvk KivB †Zv †PŠh©¨e„wË| †h †Q‡j cix¶vkvjvq †Mvc‡b eB jBqv hvq Zv‡K †L`vBqv †`Iqv nq;
Avi †h †Q‡j Zvi †P‡qI jyKvBqv jq, A_©vr Pv`‡ii g‡a¨ bv jBqv gM‡Ri g‡a¨ jBqv hvq, †mB-ev Kg Kx
Kwij?)

And the text books, prescribed and recommended by the colonial rulers, Tagore commented,
were not good enough for any true enlightenment of the people but merely served the political
requirements of the rulers.
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Tagore observed, “Since childhood our education is not joyful. We only learn by rote what is
necessary.” 15 (evj¨Kvj nB‡Z Avgv‡`i wk¶vi mwnZ Avb›` bvB| †Kej hvnv-wKQz wbZvš— Avek¨K ZvnvB KÉ¯’
Kwi‡ZwQ|) All his life Tagore wanted to make education a joyful experience for his students, and
Santiniketan, with all its festivities, has been trying to uphold that dream of his.
Tagore was not fond of the idea of children being raised according to the role model of their
parents. It is a curse to impose upon the children the failed dreams of their parents. Each child is
unique and his or her talent should be noticed and nourished. And this is the job of a competent
teacher.
When Tagore’s young family went to live in Shelidah estate, Rathindranath Tagore wrote, his
father “was determined that we should not go through the grind of the sterotyped school
teaching prevalent in our country, his own experiences of the schools in Calcutta having left a
bitter impression on his mind. He began to teach us Bengali himself. He would take up a poem or
a piece of prose and explain it in great detail, paraphrasing and analysing every sentence,
repeating it several times, so that by the end of the lesson the whole thing would not only be
vividly impressed on our minds but we would be able to recite it from memory. Gradually some
teachers were engaged to teach other subjects. But the teachers had to be taught first. He trained
them in his own method of teaching.” 16
All our national governments now have structured national education system, often inherited
from our past colonial rulers. Tagore questioned these socalled ‘national’ ideas in education:
“If somebody says ‘national’ ideas will be taught, then question will arise, what is
meant by national ideas in education? There is no definitive boundary for the term
‘national’ and it is also difficult to make one. According to one’s education, opportunity
and prejudices, different people define it in different ways.” 17

(hw` †Kn e‡jb ÔRvZxqÕ fve wk¶v †`Iqv nB‡e Z‡e cÖkœ DwV‡e, wk¶v m¤^‡Ü RvZxq fve ewj‡Z Kx eySvq?
ÔRvZxqÕ kãUvi †Kv‡bv mxgvwb‡`©k nq bvB, nIqvI k³| †Kvb&Uv RvZxq Ges †Kvb&Uv RvZxq b‡n, wk¶v myweav I
ms¯‹vi Abymv‡i wfbœ †jv‡K Zvnv wfbœ iK‡g w¯’i K‡ib|)

The ‘national’ curriculum of any government’s education policy normally tends to incorporate
ideas that help to dominate over the minorities and the underclasses. Education becomes just
another tool of class or communal domination. So Tagore steadfastly opposed to any uniform
‘national’ curriculum for the students:
“Whether under self-rule or foreign rule when a particular form of education tries to tie
the whole country in some permanent ideas we cannot call it national. It is communal
and hence fatal for the nation.” 18

(¯^RvZx‡qi kvm‡bB nDK Avi weRvZxq kvm‡bB nDK hLb †Kv‡bv GKUv we‡kl wk¶vwewa mg¯— †`k‡K GKUv
†Kv‡bv aª“e Av`‡k© euvwaqv †dwj‡Z Pvq ZLb Zvnv‡K RvZxq ewj‡Z cvwie bv Zvnv mv¤cÖ`vwqK, AZGe RvwZi
c‡¶ Zvnv mvsNvwZK|)

In many developed states, like in the Scandinavian countries, the state does not impose any
uniform national curiculum for the schools. It is the individual institutes who prepare their own
Òwk¶vi †ni‡diÓ iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, Òwk¶vÓ, Ibid, P-10| Translated into English by the author of this article.
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curriculum for themselves. Tagore, almost a hundred years back, not only thought about such a
mode but had even introduced and practiced it in Santiniketan.
Tagore, with all earnest, tried to reach to the crux of the problematics of our education and
identified the method of education itself as the main hindrance;
“Due to our habit and blind prejudices we cannot think that the education method itself
is the cause of our failure. Even while making new university the idea to change the
method does not occur to us; we mount it in the same old cast. We yearn for the new but
cannot have the confidence. Due to the hangover of the erstwhile education we have
even lost the confidence to acknowledge that the method itself is the malady.” 19

(wk¶vcÖYvjxwUB †h Avgv‡`i e¨_©Zvi KviY, Af¨vmgZ AÜ ggZvi †gv‡n †mUv Avgiv wKQz‡ZB g‡b fvwe‡Z cvwi
bv| Nywiqv wdwiqv bZzb wek¦we`¨vjq Mwoevi †ejv‡ZI cÖYvjx e`‡ji K_v g‡bB Av‡m bv; ZvB bZz‡bi XvjvB
Kwi‡ZwQ †mB cyivZ‡bi Quv‡P| b~Z‡bi R‡b¨ B”Qv LyeB nB‡Z‡Q A_P fimv wKQzB nB‡Z‡Q bv| †Kbbv H‡UB †h
†ivM, GZ w`‡bi wk¶v-‡evSvi Pv‡c †mB fimvUvB †h mg~‡n gwiqv‡Q|)

One positive by-product of quality education is good literature. Tagore was univocal that the
medium of creative writing has to be in mother-tongue. He said:
“It is not easy to practice creative writing. If that practice is further compounded by a
foreign language risk remains to cripple it permanently.” 20

(iPbvi mvabv Agwb‡ZB mnR bq| †mB mvabv‡K cifvlvi Øviv fvivµvš— Ki‡j wPiKv‡ji g‡Zv Zv‡K c½y
Kivi Avk¼v _v‡K|)

Tagore quoted the examples of two great authors of Bengali literature, Michael Modhusudhan
Dutta and Bankimchandra Chattapadhya, who though began their literary career in English
language but later had found their forte in their mother-tongue. One reason for the paucity of
quality literature in Bengali language these days may be the fact that lot of potential and best
minds of Bengal today are no longer educated in, or writing, in their Bengali mother-tongue.
In this cyber age of ours we get flooded with information, sometimes a bit overflooded! But
information, though an useful tool for knowledge, is not knowledge per se. T.S. Eliot rightly
pondered:
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?

And then asked the most solemn question:
Where is the Life we have lost in living? 21

So not only the cyber informations, neither the how-to-ism books of the West, wisdom in life,
should be the real pursuit of knowledge. And for that we need the right teachers.
For Tagore, it was clear that for quality education neither the school building, nor even the
teaching method, the teachers have to play the prime role:
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ÒAm‡š—v‡li KviYÓ, iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, 1936, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-148| Translated into English by the author of this article.
Òwk¶vi ¯^v½xKiYÓ, iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, 1936, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-206| Translated into English by the author of this article.
Choruses from ‘The Rock’, 1934, “The Complete Poems and Plays of T.S. Eliot”, Faber & Faber Limited,
3, Queen Square, London, UK, P-147, 1969.
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“In whatever way me move, at the end of the day we reach to this inviolable truth, that
education is provided by the teachers and not by any teaching method. Human mind is a
moving object and only a moving mind can understand it.” 22

(Nywiqv wdwiqv †hgb KwiqvB Pwj-bv †Kb †klKv‡j GB Aj•N¨ m‡Z¨ Avwmqv †VwK‡ZB nq †h, wk¶‡Ki ØvivB
wk¶vweavb nq, cÖYvjxi Øviv nq bv| gvby‡li gb Pjbkxj Ges Pjbkxj gbB Zvnv‡K eywS‡Z cv‡i|)

Lalon Fakir or the Bauls of Bengal do not say ‘Manush’ (human). They say ‘Manabroton’ (Gem
of a Man). Every human being has the potentiality to be Manabroton, a gem of a man. The onus
is on the teachers to unleash that inner potentialities of each human being.
Though presenting an incisive and thorough criticism of the British colonial education system,
Tagore the realist, made a distinction between education in English language and the English
education. He did not want to throw the baby with the unclean water! He saw no problem with
the English education per se as that was one of the best ever and we need that education to reach
out to the Western civilization. But that does not mean we should let English language sway over
our schools, colleges and universities, and more perilously, on our thought process.
It seems, with the advent of computer and cyber communication, English language has won the
day. But that should not be at the expense of other languages. Tagore mentioned the need to
learn French, German and other rich languages as well. In order to read Goethe in original
German, Tagore himself tried to learn German language in quite an advanced age! He firmly
believed to preserve the importance of the other languages too. Tagore asserted:
“To light a formal lamp at portico is fine, but only to supply oil to that one, all the
lamps of the house should not be extinguished.” 23

(‡`Dox‡Z GKUv miKvix cÖ`xc R¡vjv‡bv P‡j, wKš‘ GKgvÎ Zvwi †Zj †RvMvevi LvwZ‡i N‡i N‡i cÖ`xc †bev‡bv
P‡j bv|)

Regarding education of woman Tagore’s view was ungendered and crystalline:
“Whatever is worthy to know, has to be known by men as well as by women, not
necessary to employ the knowledge for some practical works, but for knowledge’s
sake.” 24

(hvnv-wKQz Rvwbevi †hvM¨ ZvnvB we`¨v, Zvnv cyi“l‡KI Rvwb‡Z nB‡e, †g‡q‡KI Rvwb‡Z nB‡e---ïay Kv‡R
LvUvBevi R‡b¨ †h Zvnv bq, Rvwbevi Rb¨B|)

He reiterates:
“I assume if women study even Kant or Hegel they will still love children and men will
not be neglected either.” 25

(Avgvi aviYv GB †h, †g‡qiv hw` ev Kv›U-‡n‡MjI c‡o Zey wkï‡`i †mœn Kwi‡e Ges cyi“l‡`i wbZvš— `~i-QvB
Kwi‡e bv|)

Tagore’s idea of a good school is a residential one and should be located close to nature:

Òwk¶v wewaÓ iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-110| Translated into English by the author of this article.
Òiex›`ªbv‡_i wk¶vwPš—vÓ, cÖ‡evaP›`ª †mb, Ibid, P-42| Translated into English by the author of this article.
24
Ò¯¿xwk¶vÓ, iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-119| Translated into English by the author of this article.
22
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Ibid, P-119| Translated into English by the author of this article.
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“If we want to establish an ideal school it has to be established away from the localities
under a vast sky and in open space with trees. There the teachers will live in solitary
pursuit of knowledge and students can grow up within those activities.” 26

(Av`k© we`¨vjq hw` ¯’vcb Kwi‡Z nq Z‡e †jvKvjq nB‡Z `~‡i wbR©‡b gy³ AvKvk I D`vi cÖvš—‡i MvQcvjvi
g‡a¨ Zvnvi e¨e¯’v Kiv PvB| †mLv‡b Aa¨vcKMY wbf„‡Z Aa¨qb I Aa¨vcbvq wbhy³ _vwK‡eb Ges QvÎMY †mB
ÁvbPP©vi hÁ‡¶‡Îi g‡a¨B evwoqv DwV‡Z _vwK‡e|)

He further adds:
“If possible, the school should have some agricultural land. The required food for the
school will be gathered from there, the students will help in the agricultural works.....
By this way, they will not only make an emotional relationship with nature, but also a
working relationship.” 27

(hw` m¤¢e nq Z‡e GB we`¨vj‡qi m‡½ LvwbKUv dm‡ji Rwg _vKv Avek¨K; GB Rwg nB‡Z we`¨vj‡qi
cÖ‡qvRbxq Avnvh©¨ msMÖn nB‡e, QvÎiv Pv‡li Kv‡R mnvqZv Kwi‡e|...... GBiƒ‡c Zvnviv cÖK…wZi m‡½ †Kej
fv‡ei b‡n, Kv‡Ri m¤^ÜI cvZvB‡Z _vwK‡e|)

For the Western mind this Topobon concept of education of Tagore may sound anachronistic.
Europe had crossed over this kind of concept, close to monasticism, centuries back. But the idea
of a residential school, close to nature and agricultural activities, has a remarkable precedence in
Europe too, in the form of the Danish folk high schools (‘folkehojskole’ as the Danes call it)
which not only enlightened the students and farmers around but also had an invaluable
contribution in the socio-economic development and democratisation of the Danish society at the
grassroot level. Tagore himself had visited one such school, the International People’s College
(IPC) at Helsingor, Hamlet’s town in 1930, and must have observed a few things there.
To Tagore, education should be practical and life-oriented—“Education for Life”. And for that,
books are not always that important:
“This superstition should not be allowed to grow among the boys that reading book is
the only means of education.” 28

(eB covUvB †h †kLv, †Q‡j‡`i g‡b GB AÜ ms¯‹vi †hb Rwb¥‡Z †`Iqv bv nq|)

In modern pedagogy ‘participatory learning’ or ‘learning through discussion’ are well practiced
concepts. So not only books, spoken words and audio-visual materials can also become
important elements of education like books and other printed materials. Like Grundtvig’s
‘Living Word’, Tagore too knew the importance of the spoken words— how they are delivered,
how they are conveyed, which create an immense impact on the young impressionable minds,
simply because:
“A word is not just a word of mouth. It has a link with heart.” 29

(gy‡Li K_v †Zv ïay K_v b‡n, Zvnv gy‡Li K_v; Zvnvi m‡½ cÖvY Av‡Q|)

To live well in the present we need to know the past. The myths, the legends, the folktales, the
riddles and the rhymes of a particular culture can be deeply influencial for the mental growth of a
26
27

Òwk¶v mgm¨vÓ, iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-42| Translated into English by the author of this article.
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child. And these should be conveyed to a child as early in life as possible. Knowlege about the
history of one’s own country was pivotal in Tagore’s educational ideas and he even took the
responsibility to teach history in his own school in Santiniketan.
In Tagore’s scheme of education cultural activities have a significant role:
“From modern education one thing has dropped out, that is, culture. By ignoring the
wealth of heart, we have emphasised more on the material success. But can this success
be truely fulfilled without culture?” 30

(AvaywbK wk¶v †_‡K GKUv wRwbl †Kgb K‡i ¯ÌwjZ n‡q c‡o‡Q, †m n‡”Q ms¯‹…wZ| wP‡Ëi Hk¦h©‡K AeÁv K‡i
Avgiv RxebhvÎvi wmw×-jvf‡KB GKgvÎ cÖvavb¨ w`‡qwQ| wKš‘ ms¯‹…wZ‡K ev` w`‡q GB wmw×jvf wK KL‡bv
h_v_©fv‡e m¤ú~Y© n‡Z cv‡i?)

The good use of poetry, song, music, painting, drama and dance in Santiniketan is well known.
Singsong and music remain inalienable elements in Tagore’s educational ideas which not only
provide aesthetic pleasure to the students but also provide a harmonious rhythm in life, which
unfortunately, the hectic modern world often tends to neglect.
We all know how much religion and religious education remain an explosive issue in our part of
the world. Tagore’s view was:
“The religious community who once had nourished the education of the country later
themselves became the main hindrance against that education. As knowledge increases
more and more it tends to cross over the boundary lines imposed by the traditional
religious scriptures.” 31

(GKw`b †h ag©m¤cÖ`vq †`‡ki we`¨v‡K cvjb Kwiqv Avwmqv‡Q c‡i ZvnvivB †m we`¨v‡K euvav w`evi me©cÖavb
†nZz nBqv DwVj| KviY, we`¨v hZB evwoqv DwV‡Z _v‡K ZZB †m cÖPwjZ ag©kv‡¯¿i mbvZb mxgv‡K Pvwi w`‡KB
AwZµg Kwi‡Z D`¨Z nq|)

Tagore who had prayed:
“Oh the Lord of religion
Hurl your lightening to the shackle of religion
Bring the light of enlightenment to this unfortunate land” 32

(‡n ag©ivR
ag©Kvivi cÖvPx‡i eRª nv‡bv,
G AfvMv †`‡k Áv‡bi Av‡jvK Av‡bv|)
- could hardly be an exponent of religious education in the schools. Santiniketan, though had a
Brahma genesis, gradually disassociated itself with any religious affinity and turned into a
secular school. Tagore’s view seems to be very close to the universally aknowledged present
secular Grundtvigian doctrine of education that “Faith has nothing to do with school.”
Tagore believed in asceticism during student life:
“During education it is better to suffer from some material deficiency. It is necessary to
become habituated with less. By providing them easily with all the needs, the minds of
Òwk¶v I ms¯‹…wZÓ, iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-193| Translated into English by the author of this article.
Òag©wk¶vÓ, iex›`ªbv_ VvKzi, Ôwk¶vÕ, Ibid, P-91| Translated into English by the author of this article.
32
Òiex›`ªbv‡_i wk¶vwPš—vÓ, cÖ‡evaP›`ª †mb, Ibid, P-61| Translated into English by the author of this article.
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the students become indulgent and spoiled. It is not that they themselves always want
these. We the elderly people impose our wants on them and make them infatuated with
materials.” 33

(wk¶vi Ae¯’vq DcKi‡Yi wKQz weijZv, Av‡qvR‡bi wKQz Afve _vKvB fv‡jv; Af¨¯’ nIqv PvB ¯^íZvq|
Abvqv‡m-cÖ‡qvRb-‡RvMv‡bvi Øviv †Q‡j‡`i gbUv‡K Av`y‡i K‡i †Zvjv Zv‡`i bó Kiv| mn‡RB Zviv GZ-wKQz
Pvq Zv bq| AvgivB eq¯‹ †jv‡Ki PvIqvUv †KejB Zv‡`i Dci Pvwc‡q Zv‡`i‡K e¯‘i †bkvq `xw¶Z K‡i
Zzwj|)

Being himself perhaps the best lyrical poet in the world, Tagore, surprisingly was not in favour
of inclusion of too much poetics (ÒimmvwnZ¨Ó) in curriculumn. He believed this would only make a
lopsided development of the individual psyche. Rather he strongly emphasised for science
education. He reiterated that science too should be taught in vernacular:
“The excuse is, it is impossible to teach science in Bengali. This is a lame excuse of
cowardliness. Of course it is difficult. That is why firm resolve is required.” 34

(IRi GB †h, evsjv fvlvq weÁvbwk¶v Am¤¢e| IUv A¶‡gi fxi“i IRi| KwVb eB wK! †mBRb¨B K‡Vvi
msKí PvB|)

Tagore the realist weighed and judged the whole phenomenon of the English education and its
impact on our nation— dialectically. He had repeatedly, almost like a leit-motif, expressed the
need of education in mother-tongue, but at the same time, highly valued the English education
since that was our window to the Western civlization. Tagore was very well aware of the
enlightenment that English education had brought to Bengal. He rather coveted that education to
spread out deep inside the country. His motto was: ÒÁvbweÁvb †hLvbKvi nDK, fvlv gvZvi nIqv PvB|Ó
(From wherever the knowledge may come from, the language should be mother-tongue). 35
Tagore’s idea of enlightenment was all comprehensive:
“The knowledge and ideas which the Muslims brought in from outside have immersed
in different layers in the Indian mind, which are now explicit in our language,
behaviour, art, literature and in music. Lately the European education, as if by
breaking all dams, have flooded the country......So in our educational institutes, like the
study of Vedic, Mythical, Buddhist, Jain, Islamic and Parsi, the Western education also
have to be included.” 36

(evwni nB‡Z gymjgvb †h Ávb I fv‡ei aviv GLv‡b enb Kwiqv Avwbqv‡Q †mB aviv fvi‡Zi wPË‡K ¯—‡i ¯—‡i
Awfwl³ Kwiqv‡Q, Zvnv Avgv‡`i fvlvq AvPv‡i wk‡í mvwn‡Z¨ msMx‡Z bvbv AvKv‡i cÖKvkgvb| Ae‡k‡l m¤cÖwZ
hy‡ivcxq we`¨vi eb¨v mKj euva fvw½qv †`k‡K c−vweZ Kwiqv‡Q|....AZGe, Avgv‡`i we`¨vqZ‡b ˆew`K,
†cŠivwYK, †eŠ×, ˆRb, gymjgvb I cvwm© we`¨vi mg‡eZ PP©vq Avbylw½Kfv‡e hy‡ivcxq we`¨v‡K ¯’vb w`‡Z nB‡e|)

In a gist, Tagore’s vision of education was, it should be in vernacular, should be secular, joyful,
non-gendered, history-oriented, rooted in culture, creative and close to nature which will teach us
to live in close harmony with nature and among ourselves. And all these will have to take place
in an atmosphere, where the role of teachers remain paramount.
Regarding Tagore’s critique of the conventional school system one can rightfully ask whether he
himself could succeed in implementing all his ideas in his own school?
33
34
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The answer, unfortunately, will not be in the affirmative. It is true that Tagore did not always
succeed to practice his own visions of education in Santiniketan because of the other
stakeholders. But that does not rule out the rationale of his criticisms of the existing educational
systems. One can also observe, how over the decades, and even during his own life time,
Santiniketan had to waver from its own pristine ideas of a Tapobon-style Brahmacharya
bidyalaya to its modern state. Through the process Tagore must have learned a few things too!
Tagore, almost in the line of a Grundtvig or a Paulo Freire, sincerely wanted to reach beyond the
Caucasian chalk circle of the elite and the middle class education. He made his intentions clear
from his early stage of life by reaching out to the teeming millions of the poor villagers around
Shelidah, Potisar, Shahjadpur and most effectively, in Surul.
The pioneering experiments of rural development and mass education that Tagore had began in
his East Bengal estates, later buoyed with the synergy of Elmhirst, took a professional shape in
the Institute of Rural Reconstruction at Sriniketan in 1922, where we find education to become
pivotal in Tagore’s idea of a regenerated rural life. By involving the students in the agricultural
activities in Sriniketan Tagore wanted to intensify the bond between the students and the
impoverished rural population around.
“Siksha-Satra”, the miniature school of Sriniketan, seems to represent more of Tagore’s ideas of
teaching than the present day Santiniketan , which, with the passage of time, had to accomodate
national curriculum and middle class aspirations. Tagore himself commented:
“Sriniketan should be able to provide for its pupils an atmosphere of rational thinking
and behaviour which alone can save them from stupid bigotry and moral cowardliness.
I myself attach much more significance to the educational possibilities of Siksha-Satra
than to the school and college at Santiniketan which are everyday becoming more and
more like so many schools and colleges in this country....... It would indeed give me
great joy if Sriniketan could at least make use of its opportunities to realise my
dream.” 37

May be Sriniketan did not live up to the expectation and succeeded as much as Tagore had
dreamed of it. But it was a model, and the success of any model depends, not how big it grows
up but how much it has been replicated. When in different rural development programs of the
government and the non-government organisations in India and abroad, we see how much
experiences from the Sriniketan model are being incorporated, we know that Tagore’s vision was
not off the mark altogether.
Tagore was a firm-believer that knowledge should be universal. He never accepted national
boundaries in knowledge, and we are witnessing today, how globalization is making the whole
concept of the boundaries of the nation-states redundant. The interactive knowledge among
different peoples, and an ever increasing cross-culture, are some of the best positive aspects of
globalization, and Tagore with his ideas of a universal brotherhood, would be more than happy
to accept that. He believed;
“The seed of plant though has flown to our fields from abroad but its germinated life
belongs to this soil. When the soil accepts, even if the crop is alien, it does not remain
foreign any more. There are examples of that in many fruits and flowers of our country.

37

Letter 83, 19th December, 1937, quoted by Sanatkumar Saha, Òkªxwb‡KZb-Kg©mvabvÓ, ÒKvwj I KjgÓ, †cŠl, 1417. “The
Tagore-Elmhirst Correspondence”, P-115, edited by Krishna Dutta and Andrew Robinson, The Tagore Centre,
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The successful outcome of English education exists in Bengali form in many homes of
Bengal.” 38

(k‡m¨i exR hw`-ev we‡`k †_‡K D‡o G‡m Avgv‡`i †¶‡Î c‡o _v‡K Zey Zvi A¼zwiZ cÖvY GLvbKvi gvwUiB|
gvwU hv‡K MÖnY Ki‡Z cv‡i †m dmj we‡`kx n‡jI Avi we‡`kx _v‡K bv| Avgv‡`i †`‡ki eû d‡j dz‡j Zvi
cwiPq Av‡Q| Bs‡iRx wk¶vi mv_©KZv Avgv‡`i mvwn‡Z¨ e½xq †`n wb‡q wePiY Ki‡Q evsjvi N‡i N‡i|)

Tagore who said “I love India but my India is an idea and not a geographical expression.
Therefore I am not a patriot. I shall seek my compatriots all over the world?” 39 never believed
in the Kiplingian notion that the twain, the East and the West, shall never meet! Even when the
Swadeshi movement was running high in Bengal, and Tagore deeply plunged himself in it, he
never had any iota of doubt that we still had lot to learn from the West, even from England.
Tagore reckoned that it was mainly in the field of education which could be the most suitable
meeting place between the East and the West. He pondered:
“Where we Indians can easily relate with the English in real life? Not in trade, not in
the imperial affairs. The best place is in the sector of education.” 40

(Bs‡i‡Ri m‡½ fviZevmxi Rxe‡bi m¤^Ü †Kv_vq mn‡R NwU‡Z cv‡i? evwY‡R¨i †¶‡Î bq, ivRKxq †¶‡Î bq|
Zvi m‡e©vrK…ó ¯’vb we`¨v`v‡bi †¶Î|)

But the inherent profit-motif of the Western dynamics was not unnoticed by Tagore. He was
aware that the driving thirst of the West was greed:
“Imperialism’s idea of unity is like the boa-constrictor’s idea. Swallowing is
propagated as unity.” 41

(B¤úxwiqvwjRg n‡”Q ARMi mv‡ci HK¨bxwZ; wM‡j LvIqv‡KB †m GK Kiv e‡j cÖPvi K‡i|)

Regarding greed and material development, Tagore made a nuanced difference between Europe
and USA and his comment on America was almost prophetic:
“America for many years has been indulging in material achievements. The nature of
that achievement was crude, its greed was of special size. The size kept on expanding.
For that the completeness of social man had to give away to the achievements of the
material man. Today that giant material man, in the middle of his achievements, by
breaking the wheels of his complex and very expensive vehicle, has slanted in the
dust.” 42

(Av‡gwiKv `xN©Kvj †_‡K ˆelwqK wmw×i †bkvq †g‡Z wQj| †mB wmw×i AvqZb wQj AwZ ¯’~j, Zvi †jvf wQj
GKvš— gv‡ci| Gi e¨vwß µgk †e‡oB P‡jwQj| Zvi d‡j mvgvwRK gvby‡li †h c~Y©Zv †mUv Pvcv c‡o wM‡q
ˆelwqK gvby‡li K…wZZ¡ me Qvwo‡q D‡VwQj| AvR nVvr †mB AwZKvq ˆelwqK gvbylwU Avcb wmw×c‡_i gvSLv‡b
A‡bK `v‡gi RwUj hvbevn‡bi PvKv †f‡½, Kj weMwo‡q, a~jvq KvZ n‡q c‡o‡Q|)

Globalization and connectivity in the cyber space came hand in hand. These two together have
brought the diverse nations and peoples of the world in such a close proximity which we never
had witnessed before. It is true that the present day youth are not fond of books like their
38
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previous generations. But the Facebook generation receive lot of knowledge from the internet
world and and get influenced by some positive writings of the bloggers and twitters. And may
even become socially active in their cyber inteactions. So books no longer remain, and should
also not be, the sole medium of educaiton or source of social values.
But one dismal impact of globalisation on education remains in the fact that it is turning
education fast into a commodity. Education-business has become a booming business these days
and lot of educational institutions now run like the corporate offices with international business
links. This is a total anathema to Tagore’s ideas. He would be immensly pained to see that
knowledge being turned into a mere saleable item with a price tag on it.
Besides, internet and cyber technologies are also spreading an insipid monolingualism, as
computer language is not only becoming the formal communication language among us, even
sentences, half-sentences and expressions of computer, are imposing an identical language all
over the globe. Even the type fonts are same now! The world would rather be a boring place if
we all eat the same McDonald food or wear the same Levi jeans and write in the same type
fonts! The threat of monoliterarism seems to be a real one now!
Tagore, on the contrary, always remained a firm believer in the unity in diversity. He believed:
“Real unity will be established on real diversities. Those who desire to usher in new age
have to practice the diversities in order to be united. They have to keep in mind that
through this endeavour the liberation of not any particular individual nation will take
place, but the whole mankind will be liberated.” 43

(mZ¨Kvi ¯^vZ‡š¿¨i Dci mZ¨Kvi H‡K¨i cÖwZôv n‡e| hviv behy‡Mi mvaK H‡K¨i mvabvi R‡b¨B Zv‡`i
¯^vZ‡š¿¨i mvabv Ki‡Z n‡e Avi Zv‡`i g‡b ivL‡Z n‡e, GB mvabvq RvwZwe‡k‡li gyw³ bq, wbwLj gvb‡ei
gyw³|)

Tagore’s Weltanschauung was essentially a profound believe in the oneness of mankind. As we
have mentioned earlier Tagore was not fond of the idea that state should formulate the national
educational curriculum, as willy-nilly, the ideas that dominate the curriculum often represent the
ideas of the ruling class. But one good thing about cyber technology is it has sabotaged the
control of the state machinery in different spheres of our lives, including state’s control on
knowledge. Wikileaks is no accident but an inevitability of technology, and knowledge and
informations are no longer anybody’s prerogative. Even regimes are collapsing in many parts of
the undemocratic world as young people have begun to communicate with each others in the
virtual cyber space. It is a brave new world we are living in now! And for Tagore, one of whose
main motto of life was to seek better understanding among the nations and peoples in a free
world, nothing could be more coveted.
“I am not really interested in the details of Chinese politics nor of their antiquities nor
of their ancient history. Kalidas Nag is our historian and a student of Levy,
Kshitimohon Sen is a Sanskritist and an authority on Buddhism, Nandalal Bose is an
artist who has already studied Chinese sculpture and painting, let them study the past...
But you and I, Elmhirst, will try to meet their students, their literary men, their actors,
painters, poets, musicians and playwrights. We must try to find out what the men and
women, who will build the new China, are feeling and thinking.” 44
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Tagore told this to Elmhirst in 1924, prior to their visit to China. The clock has turned full circle,
and almost a hundred years later now, what Tagore had said can still serve as the guideline for
any new visitor to the numerically, and economically as well, the most important country of the
present world. Everyone in the present globalised world is now keen to know, and learn— the
Chinese mind!
Not only his pronounced ideas on education— written or spoken, Tagore’s life itself can be
profoundly educative too. Who can provide a better role model of a perfect artist and a perfect
man to be emulated by the young people, for centuries to come, as Rabindranath Tagore?
Education of the future generation is too precious a thing to be left to the state or to the market
forces alone. But the power of global economy is a sector where our subjective wishes will not
cause much change. The juggernaut of the market laws will run its course in any case. But
education remains a soft power, where right investment and appropriate intervention, can bring
in some positive results. And if we have learned anything from Tagore, that is, we should never
give up!
The history of civilization is actually the history of education. And Tagore’s voice was the voice
of a civilization—from Nalanda to Santiniketan, as if a golden thread for the quest of knowledge,
spreaded out over a millennium.
The monoculture of philistinism, a resultant of globalization, targets only one aspect of our
human nature—greed. But human beings are much more than just buyers or sellers in the market.
Human beings are sensitive, rational creatures and the only species who can dream, and can even
make those dreams into reality. But dreams are expensive. Resourcewise, and what is more
important today—timewise. It may take generations for us to grasp Tagore’s educational ideas
comprehensively in all its manifolds, let alone implement all those in praxis. But it is an
endeavour worthy to take, and a sacrifice, worthy to make.

=0=
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